Luminos dRF: Performing an Exam Using the Fluorospot Compact

1. Click on the Patient Tab and press F11 on the keyboard to update list.

2. Double click on the patient’s name (this will take you to the Examination Tab).

3. Select desired Organ Program views from the list and acquire images.

4. Click on Post Processing Tab to use sub-task card tools. You can move through your images using the + and – buttons in the bottom right corner of the screen.
5. Click on Documentation Tab and verify all images going to PACS have a white mark in the upper right corner. Right mouse clicking will add or remove the mark. You can also delete images from the patient's folder if desired.

6. Click the Send sub-task card, select desired target and click on DICOM Send.

7. The letter “S” or "A" will display in the top left corner of thumbnail images as they send or archive successfully to PACS, depending on configuration.